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Many archaeological sites have now been fed to the coraputer for storage and
statistical analysis. SOM sites were originally recorded with computing in mind;
sorv of the sites were used to illustrate sone statistician'« or proBranmer's
theories and only the infom^tion relevant to his studies were used; some sites
have leen forced into fonnat« of packages which were not »-ritten with tlrir particular
probL.m in cind. As 'oiapucmg in archaeology becoaea more comnonplnce there is more
and r.'.re dtnLar.d for older data to be looked :it. and a new problem arises of preparing
prc-r.r.ordod -i^ta and adapting it for computing analysis. The old adage of rubbish
in and rubbish out is often produced by the furious programmer in reply to sarcastic
arena, r>Iog;sts.
But there is no excuse for rubbish, in or out, if problems of
adapt)ng data recorded for human consumption to data compatible with the computer are
discussed.
The basic proble« with preparing data to feed to computers is that humans and
co^uters are simply incompatible. Sooe sort of efficient cOTpromise must be worked
out. A hL.r.an uses strings of letters as a prinary Beans of comminication. The
co-p.jter uo^ld like best to deal in binary numbers which is a rather difficult means
o. cornunicat.'.n to a hu=an. Howe.^r high lev.-I languages for progranming have done
much to bridge that gap. ï; -oretically ir is possible t3 write all information to
t.-... cc^putcr ir. long hand ani program tne cji.puter to interpret it. Although the
coiTpu-er would be able to do this, the necessary programing would be very laboriou.,
Hurans, on the other hand, are .^uj-e efficient code-ptoducers of a high level form.
A huru^r, is als^ efficient ir. ..-eidg «{.takes and di.crepencies in the data and h.T.
the iiiitiacive to cope with thca.
Unfortunately it is difficult for the huaaa to be rigorously consistent. The
co-pjter IS quite capable of dealing with inconsistencies. Apart from human
introdiced inconsistencies, there are inconsistencies caused by differing standards
of tnt records.
Someti«. the data is the result of a specialised analysis; sometiries It might be the data of a workiian who happened to notice some details. All
irforration is important but it i»sC be possible to differentiate between good and
bad data. The human is trained to do this easily but the computer must be told ehe
difference, especially the difference between negative evidence and "don't know".
However it 1» crucial not to lose sight of the fact that data are of different
standards.
When should coding be used? Is coding necessary? Yes. if you are going to
use th» individual characteristics for any numerical or correlative analysis.
If
you at'.- just storing infornation it is not so necessary unless space is at a premium.
There is little point in trying to code up information if you have more than 15
possible variations.
For instance there i. little point in coding up the length and
widtn of houses in a site if they are all different.
But if they were of four or
five different lengths and widths would it be worth encoding them? The answer to
that IS, It depends on the sort of analyses you are intending tj I'o.
Sometime»
within a culture settlenent type, fall into obviou. groups with minor variations.
How dots one encode those data in order to maiotaia their family similarity but to
point out their differences? It would be best to code up .11 the different attributes separately and then it would be possible Co compare each characteristic, or
use all the codes together a. a string.
Th« more the original data i. broken up into »11 group, the more difficult
It 1* to get any coherent grouping. «ft«r analysi«. Coding up data produce.
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groups in the data. The-; arc inplicii in discret» evidonce. For instance in
cemetery records the deposition of the bodv can only bo in one of four ways
I.e. on the back, on the front, left or right sides.
But depending on the iort
of analyses that are to be done groups can be formed in continuous data. Permis»
the individual si«s of the objects under study are no longer important in the—
selves and it would create unnecessary background noise to studv thca b» their
actual measurem-nts. Then it would rc.ike sense to use groupings. H.>wevêr it be
criteria of grouping .ire purely nuncric.il it would be better to propr« the
computer to group the evidence and for the full information on the object to be
recorded.
If the groupings arc subjective, based on the archaeologist's
specialised knowledge, or qualitative it is necess.nry to follow his code.
It is
important then that someone with specialised knowledge nakes these crucial
decisions.
How much data need be recorded? Leaving aside the question of whether i:
I« possible to over record, it really depends on the sort of protrans vou iote-4
to run.
If you just intend to run a program once for a single analvsik clearlv
only what is relevant need be recorded.
If the data are to be pertinently
recorded and may be used in lots of different programs then as much'data as
possible should be recorded. Some items of data may be implicit in the others
already recorded. For instance the volume of earth renewed fron an Iron Age jic
need not be recorded; the volume is not actually measured but an aporoxicatio:. i,
worked out to some sort of formula.
It is much sirapler to get the computer to
work out the volume each tine than to record the actual volume.
What sort of codes should be used? Humans use »n.1 remcohcr strings of
letters best. High level programming languages make this <iit>le. • T»!.- results
of analyses are only as good as the data that goes into them
.-hcf-" re it is
important to make the preparation of data as eas> .is possible. Theiefrre sine
letters are on«i.-r for hunuiiis it makes sense to us.- theii. llvwcvcr the Jc.-a»i.-jS
digit helps to break up long string» of apparently meaningless lefrrs. This
perhaps is of more help to the punch-girl but the more the mecnanical aceuracv .rf
the data IS improved the better.
It also helps yoi to check your own dat. sheer»
and punched cards more easily.
As simple a coding as possible should be used. The sort of coding used ••»
libraries which consist of smaller and smaller breakdowns of a subject is
unsuitable.
It is amazing how rarely someone else's ideas of categorisation
correspond vith one's own. This tendency is fatal to a computer retrieval system.
In a library, in desperation, one can browse and find what one w.ints but with a
computer system, short of asking for a full printout, some areas of data =i»ht
never be found again. The best sort of coding is brief and has meaning in "
Itself. For instance for the sex of a skeleton M for male and F for female car-»t
go far wrong.
Instead of 1.1 meaning "carnivore, canis" it would be better to
put DOC .
It would be easier to program the codes for the animals back into
carnivores etc later. Also "DOC" conveys a meaning if you lose vour coding
translations.
It makes it «uch easier to program analyses, without loss of hœaa
efficiency, if the codes for "unknown" or "unnoted" are well away from the sain
body of the code. For exaiaple when using letter» to put X or U.'.nd when mins
digit» to use 0.
If all the unknown» are coded as the »ame »ymbol it also saves
prograaung tine.
I have now discu»sed in general the problem» behind converting pre-recorced
data and put forward »o>e of my idea». I now hope to illu.trate thea by
reference to a ca»e »tudy.
My particular job recently has been the computer analysis of a snail Angl—
Saxon cc«tery.
First I wanted to »tore the information. Then I wanted to
derive »tatistic» froa cbe data with the hope of r*con»cructinK «nd expUimiu
that area of the pa»c.
r
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The site I loj uorkin;? on i» in Yorkshire and is called S*;Wrfrby. The
ccTctc-y was distjvtrfc-d in 1959 wiitn t^o f.irmer had an exters'in builf on to his
farD, Several burials were found in rhi» way by the uor!;T>en. It was partly
fcxtjva'fed Dv Philip Kahtz in 19^9. I-'or«- exieiisluns we •t .ilauiied in 1975 and
Sue Hirfct directed a tnali Ai^ in two sites where a petrol tank was to be put and
where a chicken house wss to be built. Now Sue Hirst is writing up the report a«
aa MA thesis.
The site is ri;;ht on the coast, near Bridlinj^ton. The cliffs are gradually
b^ing taten away and the site may quite well have been niore inland in Anglo-Saxon
tir::es. The sice is en a small ridge.
It is Sue Hirst's opinionthat the cemetery
dots n->C «xtund eiuch beyond the ri<ip,e. The site may only consist of 100-150
graves. However as yet no actual limita of the cemetery have been found.
The site is on a gravel and sandy soil. The gravel is very acid and many
of the graves h'ld no bones in them .ind sometimes only a set of teeth would
rtr^iin. On the other tiand the sand preserves the bones well and wherever the graves
are cut into the sand the bones are all there. About 60 burials have been found
•o far. Unfortunately several were found before the archaeologists arrived.
althou -h sone of thu bones were kept by the workmen as well as some of the finds
an-d th', wor>:-i»-n and farmer rentcmbered the positions and orientation of the bodies.
H.T-vvcr, of the rt.Tjiining burials that were excavated only about 20-25 have all
the attributes recorded.
ys. Hirst wanted some correlations worked out by the computer but was content
for sie to use th.' data for my own piir^orïcs. As I have ^cid I wanted to store the
inirjr'...tion.
I also w.inted to inake the s/sn-ni suitable fo*" the storage of DarkA^c burials.
I cecided originally ti-Jt I wou'.d want to access the grave using a
r'.rave rumber bu: put in enougn i nforiiation to access it by other attributes later
with t! tf use of inverti-d fil--8.
.' ince I wir.ced a dirent arc°br> system I had to create a unique number for
c.î"h n^ive. I d'.rided to -idd C'le co'inty and site name so that it could later be
r^irie/ed by county or site. Thus the number consisted of YIC for Yorkshire, SW
for Se-erby and a four digit number which was the grave number within the cemetery.
I used the niimh*ering already given to each grave by the excavators. This however
cre.it'r'' its problems. Somr-cimcs a number had been forgotten, and in one place a
fc'i'.-jr* listed is a post hole was thought later to be a grave related to another,
so they bec-jT.c 35 and 35a. Double graves alsn create a problem as there are two
skeîet:r.s to list. I f,ave these odd graves a number at the series with a note
in bot', their "comment" sections on their relationship.
(^.^ain in the hope of making ny system suitable for general use I added
the cr.inance survey reference number. I hope later to do some work on the
rclati. nfihip of the cemetery to other geographical features, manmade as well as
natural.
I have included two pieces of code which may seem unnecessary. They are
the dale excavated and the disturbance code. I included them for retrieval
purj.''S' s.
It is now e.i-îy lo suppress any data before print-out time that may be
toe bi:.ly excavated or disturbed. [ have used a code for whether the site was
fcun^ cr exrav;ited, and whi?n. The disturbance code makes a distinction between
ancient and inodcrn disturbance as well as human and animal. Thus you can assess
how 'jä-iful ehe information retrieved will be.
Although at Sewerby there are no cremations or barrow burials I thought it
necessary to add all possible variations found in Anglo-Saxon burial customs.
For inhumation I have used "I" as the code and for cremation "C" in accordance
w;t.h —y belief in usin^ brief, meaningful codes. There are also codes for
barrT--' <ard whether they are Bronze Age or contemporary), secondary and primary
burial, aultiplt, double or mass burials.

i« r.fiLi!^ Tr'
" nornally assi.ni^.J that you cao s« » pUn but that
IS rather awkward for a computer. Therefore I ha», put in coordinates. When I
ZZ f °" t'\
""' cen,otory site t .h.ijl have to decide on .o;.e absolute
Tall ruTZ^l^u '^ ""'"" coordinates rather than a vague point which happens
to be the lelt hand corner of the plan. The co..rdi».t.. are .11 «ea.ured to the
position of the skull within the grave.
««»urea to cae
I have measured the dim.-nsion» of the grave fro. the plan. 1 took tSe widest
point across the skeleton and for the length took the longest part fr;Vhéad to
foot of the grave. I thought it was inportant to record the depth of the grave
in order to get some sort of measure of the effort each grave took to dig.
Unfortunately, although there is a column for depth it was rarely filled in «m
when It was it was in reference to .o«e va,!ue point such a. .»den. ground
wïl '^Ót°f,n ,'h* r'''""y'"*? "«""l- Therefore I have left .pace, for depth b«t
«1 not fil the« m until I have decided on a .it. d.tu. .o4 worked out the
depths irotD that.
After a short discussion on whether to record the orientations as a discrete
group
It was decided that the orientation, should be put in""^îl
It wis
thàfthi "
""^'^ '*•" """ " «••"* "" orientated at perhaps 9 degree, t "ant
that the grave was orientated to the north .ind that that was as accurate as U was
Sanêes'i " ?'-%*"?lo-Saxons to be. However »any people no« believlthat s ."r
changes in orientation may be affected by the seasonal «ve-ent of the sun and
i,^! f%K""" ""fntatlons were necessary. If later the individual «easure•ent. of the orientation aiake it impossible to form any cohesive groups then I
.hall program the computer to make up groups. The problem with rar.donl imposing
a modern idea of conventional compass points is that it may break up anny real
grouping in the data
f„, j V^ relationship of one grave to another or to a feature i^ ver, important
for dating in a cemetery where there is little vertfcal straticrar^"
'^ve - de
no alterations to the associations that are on t.ie data sheets, tut i h ve co^ei
them up. AU the features in the cemetery have been given a nimVr. s,.> that C:^
means grave 25 F9 means feature 9 and Pfi means postho.e 6. Therefore 1 have rut
put NONE If there is no relationship apparent.
the .v^w' '^, 'f."^t °^ ;""'' PO»'""" =>"' "« come the close description .-f
the skeleton itself. Here I was greatly helped by the excavator who had w-orkeJ
out her own codes for many of the attributes. She has used an alphabetic code
throughout. To each I have added an unknown code of X. The only problem arose
lAen she put 'deposition B of the upper torso and C for the rest.'' 1 solved th's
by going back to the grave plan and seeing which predominated. Only three colu^s
were not coded. They „ere number of bone, present. ,ei and age.
The "bones present" slot on the sheet was filled with a list of the actual
bones present. In tact I think it is the sort of information that doe, not go
well into a code. When I had thought «hy the information was present 1 decided
that although It was essential information its use was to warn vou how wich
reliance you could place on the following pieces of data. Therefore I looked
through all the possible variations there could be and put them into group, to
which I gave a code number.
a
K. i.»
•.„,/^,'"i".r°'''*'" "'**• "" "'"" "1""" "» 'hat the evidence had been
ZIZ^ to different standards. Some of the skeleton, had been sent for a patV»ogiea study but some had not. Therefore I have used . different letter to^o«
the difference between the two type, of evidence. I have used M and F for male
felfrti%r°°v ,"" ''=""*"1>' •««» »keletons. I have used A and B for male and
f^^^J ,K
"'='"°"'' »*«"* "y '•••" 8"ve goods only. In this group arr
b« ïr
^:rf ""^''"! ,'*" '"''•"• '"•""" ""' *''"• "^ « -il' nev" know
ïkcUt•.^!»- tl' ^° .keleton. that don't fit into either category. Two
A
skeleton, have been .exed a. definitelv .ale but h.,v, f,m..l, cr.,.e ie.^.
The
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czcavitor says the finds are probably right.
co-=r.er.z later.

Therefore I have put B and added a

The "age" colunm also suffpre tron ditferentia^ rerrnUng for the sanic
reason as the sexing. Those burials ^ich «^re analysed have very accurate
agein-f-s and aone of course only being fragmentary could not be aged at all. Also
there is sooe information froa the fanner about the age of the burials. In fact
his evidence on one burial was corroborated. He said the burial looked an if it
were old and later when the bones were examined it was found the person had
suffered froa acute arthritis.
So the age coluin ranges from accuracy such as "*
3^ * or - S years - to just 'adult'. But each is valid on its own though not
suitable for direct coraparison. Yet it is important that no information be lost.
I tnou;;ht for a long time about the role of the age in the analysis of burial
customs. Age is crucial Co the understanding of social systems as illustrated by
burial customs, but is each individual year ioportaot? I therefore decided to
make a^e groups.
By making two overlapping series of groups it was possible to
coTsbin** the accurate and the rather more general groups. So 1 - 6 cover from
0-50 years in decade gaps, except for the first 10 years which was divided into
5 y^^T-i each.
7 was 50 plus or "old".
8 covered 15-35 or young adult; 9 covered
20-50 • r adult. A:;;ain one can make one's own decision on how reliable the
evlder.:e is by the group it belongs in.
The study of any structural elaboration of the grave has become important.
It is evidence that does not lend itself to efficient coding. Therefore I have
just used a presence/absence code and details arc in the conaent section. I
have i-.cluded all the postholtn qco .ed a^ beint, in association with graves as
eviden-.û of grave narV. .rs.
Rather than use tJe category of coffin I have used
a cart^.ory called cont.iint-r vhich would cov;.-r crevaci'ius in a pot or bag. As
with c-.e structures it is just j»resence/«bsence with a fuller description below.
Until '.here is a great deal «nort. kr.oi/n about grave structures it would be pointless
to try to coEp.ife grave stru.-'tures as they simply do not occur co«n»nly enough.
The full information aba\ t the finds has not been filled in yet. Therefore
I h^ve just put in presence/absence of various categories. Later I hope to create
anoth«;r file which you can access from the main file. This nay later become a
source of errors due to the categorisation.
As I have emphasised it is important to make the recording of the data as
eavy as possible; and therefore to make it as accurate as possible.
It is easier to
pro7,ra.i the cor.puter to cope with codes that are clear to humans, than it is to
get tho cocputtr^r to correct mistakes in the data due to complicated or difficult
codfs. Hake the coding as simple as possible. Let the archaeologist bring In the
co=:pli'jated specialised knowledge to make sensible codes or groups. When the
archaeologist has explained his needs and tbc prograaaer has considered bis bardware and software and adapts the data to fit. tbcn ûstake-free data and
sensible results will be produced«

